For Women Only

Grandmothers 1952
BY A GRANNIE

This is the story of a gran who owns a magazine which has been put together by a group of grandmas. It's called "Grandmas" magazine, and many of its stories are true. The grans who work on the magazine are all interested in how to do things. They have ideas and experience, and they want to share it with other grans. They hope their magazine will help other grans to be happy and healthy.

Your hair appears caressable...

Don't be liverish—take ENO'S

It's Called The "Windbag" Line

The Grandshopper Look

LONDON

The most important look this week is the "Grandshopper Look". It's all about looking good, feeling good, and being good. The Grandshopper Look is about taking care of yourself, and it's about taking care of others. The Grandshopper Look is about being a good person, and it's about being a good shopper.

Don't be liverish—take ENO'S

IPANA IS THE ANSWER

In Paris, London, New York...

In Paris, London, New York, women are buying this new way

with PALMOLIVE BRILLANTINE!

Don't be liverish—take ENO'S

The toothpaste that's refreshing differently

In Paris, London, New York...

In Paris, London, New York, women are buying this new way

Men At Baseball

The impossible happens and, all of a roar...

Women Joins The

Women are regularly warned about the dangers of being in a baseball team. But now, one woman is taking the challenge head-on.
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